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Caramel and nuts make a turtle; this cookbook makes you a master of chocolateEven if you’ve

never made chocolate candies before, you’ll fall in love with the easy recipes in Turtle, Truffle,

Bark. The title refers to the three types of candies featured in this cookbook: A turtle is

traditionally a pecan-studded, chocolate-covered caramel patty, but reimagined by author Hallie

Baker, you'll be making Dark Chocolate Almond Chili Turtles and White Chocolate Cashew

Mango Turtles. You might think you know what Baker means by a truffle, but think again. These

aren’t everyday flavors—here are crazy-simple recipes for Milk Chocolate Lavender Truffles

and Dark Chocolate Stout Truffles, among others. Finally, bark is usually a slab of chocolate in

which various ingredients are anchored. Peppermint bark is one familiar kind, but you must try

the White Chocolate Strawberry Bark and the Milk Chocolate Peanut Butter Bark you'll find in

this book. Get ready to satisfy your chocolate craving in yummy new ways!



This book is dedicated to my husband, Graham,and to the memory of my mother and of my

father,who let me know I could do anything.
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introductionThis is a book of dreams. Sweet dreams.Chocolate and caramel had been a

passion for me long before I began to work with them at age twenty-two. As a child, I had a

wonderful grandmother who could cook anything, but sweets were her favorite. Dessert was

never forgotten or tacked on to the end of the meal—it was an integral part of the whole

experience. The family waited all year long for her dark chocolate almond crunch Christmas

tins, then fought over the last pieces.My grandmother Thelma whipped up her candies on an

electric stovetop, with no fear and no special tools, save a small marble slab and a candy

thermometer. I think her true talent was fearlessness.In 1999, I opened my first chocolate shop,

Turtle Alley. Over the years, customers have come in or called with questions about how to

make chocolate in their own kitchens. Usually, just a tip here and there proved helpful. I’m

happy to have gotten the chance to put this to paper for whomever has the desire to learn a bit

and play a bit. It isn’t alchemy! As in baking, you just need to know the rules. Once you’ve got a

real feel for the rules, you can start messing around.This book is broken up into three sections,

beginning with the simplest candies and continuing on to the most complicated. The bark

section opens with a Master Recipe, and each section that follows adds a Master Recipe to

complete each type of recipe. Building your knowledge should build your confidence!These

recipes don’t require any special know-how that cannot be learned from this book. While some

candy-making tools are recommended, they aren’t absolutely necessary, and none of them

cost more than five or ten dollars. Almost all the chocolate-making skills I acquired were first

learned through informal lessons, with no fanfare and very little science. This book is about

making things in your own damn kitchen that you will love to eat and be proud to share.In

addition to teaching the basics and more, I’d really like to encourage you to follow your own

muse when you’ve got the basics down. Play with flavors. Follow your whimsy with packaging



and gift giving. Make a mess. Tell your own story with the ingredients you choose. Write all of

your great ideas in the margins. This is the book that wants to be grease-splattered and dog-

eared, the one you turn to when you need a lift, or want to get reacquainted with your

chocolate dreams.Barks are as simple as they sound: chocolate spread out on parchment with

an offset spatula, to resemble the bark of a tree. Add fruit, nuts, sprinkles, anything you fancy,

and you’ve got it. The secret to a good bark is a good temper on the chocolate when you start.

Let’s begin with that!

MASTER RECIPE ONETEMPERING CHOCOLATEOkay, let’s talk about tempering. Simply

put, tempering is a process of heating, then cooling chocolate to achieve a beautiful, shiny

chocolate that has a nice snap to it when you break it. The simplest method of tempering is

known as “seeding.” Seeding is basically adding small chunks of unmelted chocolate to melted

chocolate.We’ll go light on the science here, but not too light. Tempering, by definition, is the

process that helps the cocoa butter in the chocolate to set up into a specific crystalline pattern.

Think stacking bricks. If the bricks are well stacked, the structure stays solid. Same thing for

chocolate. Get the crystals in the right pattern and the chocolate will achieve the desired

results: glossy exterior, smooth mouthfeel, and a nice snap.Chocolate that isn’t tempered can

encounter a host of problems: it may not ever set up at room temperature; it may become hard,

but have a dull, mottled appearance, the mouthfeel may be crumbly or soggy instead of crisp.

Sometimes a “bloom” will happen—this is when the fat solids come to the surface of the

chocolate and make whitish splotches or streaks.Okay. Enough science. Feel free to put all of

that information to the back of your mind.An easy thing to remember when tempering is the old

rule, “oil and water don’t mix.” This is true on a couple of levels: chocolate loves a cool room

with little or no humidity, but also, all utensils (and anything that comes in contact with the

chocolate) should be completely dry. Water will cause your chocolate to seize during

tempering. Seized chocolate will harden into a pasty clump that’s impossible to work with.

There’s no cure for that, except to toss it and try again.Once you get the hang of it, you

probably won’t require a thermometer. For novices, however, I highly recommend a chocolate

thermometer or a chocolate spatula. Either or can be had for less than ten dollars and will

make this process a lot less scary and essentially foolproof. Who doesn’t love not scary and

foolproof?So that’s a wrap. You’ve got a little direction and a little science. Now you just need a

few tools, tasty chocolate, and a bit of patience. Take a deep breath. This is very doable!

Specialized kitchen utensils and equipment you’ll needParchment paperSilicone spatulaOffset

spatulaVinyl glovesChef’s knifeMedium-sized tempered glass bowlChocolate-tempering

spatula or chocolate thermometerMicrowave or double boiler (or a high-sided pan with a

tempered glass bowl on top of simmering water)RECOMMENDED FOR BARKOption one &e

microwave method for barkThe general rule of thumb is that you get what you pay for. Premium

chocolate with a cocoa percentage of high 60s through mid 70s is recommended. It’s strange—

I wrote a whole bit about choosing the chocolate you love, as it’s an expression of you, and my

samples seem to have disappeared …1 pound chocolate1. Chop chocolate into 1-inch pieces,

roughly. Divide chocolate into 3 equal piles.2. Put two of the piles of chocolate into a glass bowl

and put the glass bowl in the microwave.3. Heat chocolate in the microwave for 30 seconds at

a time, mixing often, until chocolate is melted. Be very careful at this stage—chocolate burns

very easily. If it burns, it’s a total loss.4. Remove chocolate from microwave and stir gently,

scraping sides down to incorporate. Let cool slightly.5. Add last pile of chocolate into the warm

chocolate, stirring briskly with the chocolate spatula, being sure to scrape down the sides,

stirring until all chocolate lumps are dissolved.WHEN IS CHOCOLATE READY?Milk and white



chocolate are tempered at about 88 degrees F. Dark chocolate should be 89–90 degrees F. If

you are not using a chocolate-tempering spatula or thermometer, there are a few different ways

to gauge the chocolate’s readiness: the sides of the bowl will start to feel cool or the chocolate

may start to look set on the edges. Dab some chocolate on the inside of your wrist and it

should feel cool. A dab on a piece of parchment paper should cool to a glossy

finish.RECOMMENDED FOR TURTLES OR TRUFFLESOption two &e double boiler methodFor

turtles and truffles, it’s necessary to keep the chocolate tempered for a longer time as you use

it. A simple and easy way to do so is by using a heating pad. When you notice the chocolate is

becoming thick, simply set it on top of the heating pad on a low setting and stir until it becomes

looser and glossy. Be sure not to overheat, or you’ll have to temper it all over again!1 pound

chocolate, chopped into 1-inch pieces, divided into thirds1. Get your double-boiler water

simmering, and add !T of the chopped chocolate.2. Stir with silicone spatula until chocolate is

completely melted.3. Take top pan (or bowl) off double boiler (wiping moisture off the bottom of

the bowl), let cool for a minute, and add the last third of chopped chocolate, stirring vigorously

until melted and lump free.4. Stir until seed chocolate is totally melted. Use your chocolate

spatula to test temperature. For dark chocolate, it wants to be around 89 to 90 degrees F; for

milk or white, around 88. If you don’t have a chocolate spatula, spread a little chocolate on

parchment paper. In a cool room without humidity, it will start to set up within minutes.
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Baker & Candy maker, “Easy to follow, great pictures, glad I bought it.. I tried the peppermint

bark first, and it was perfect! I've received enthusiastic comments about it from several

recipients. I've got some turtle middles ready for the chocolate layer and hope to get to that

tonight. Recipes and tips are well written and easy to follow - I suspect even for beginners (I'm

more of an intermediate-level candy maker).”

Phoebe's Mom, “From the Best Chocolate Shop Ever!. I am lucky enough to buy Turtle Alley

chocolates (the VERY best) & am very happy Hallie shared some of her secrets. Will still

frequent the shop (around here, nothing says love like a box of Turtle Alley), but now I can

make (or try to) some of these extraordinary creations too!”

Walter Z, “Wonderful book lots of color photos. One of the nicest candy cookbooks.  Simple”
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Jennie D, “Hands down, best candy recipe book ever!. Beautifully penned, easy to understand

and follw. Wonderful recipes and mouth-watering photos! I plan on giving this book to several

people come the holidays!”

milktoast, “Five Stars. great book”

Michele Hinkle, “Five Stars. great book”

lebarron, “Five Stars. This book and the recipes are OUTRAGEOUS !”

Harry H, “Five Stars. Excellent book, just what I wanted!”

The book by Hallie Baker has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 15 people have provided feedback.
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